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Motivation: Current Status of Neutrino Oscillation
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Three angles,           13, 23, 12
One Phase,      CP
Two Mass Differences,  m2

sol , m2
atm

A Mass Ordering IO or NO?

+
An Assumption of Unitarity!

Parameterisation in terms of mixing angles is only valid if 
mixing matrix is unitary!



What do we actually measure?
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Unitarity Conditions 
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Unitarity Conditions 
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Where does this non-unitarity come from?
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Not necessarily oscillating steriles, masses can be eV, keV, MeV... TeV… 
all the way up to GUT scales ~ 1016 eV. 



Measuring Sterile Neutrinos at short baselines
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No Oscillations 
Taken place yet

Oscillations
fully averaged 
out

Non-Unitary approach valid (for steriles) in SBN from ~ 50 eV2 upwards

SBN



Effects of non-unitarity at Short Baselines 

Non-unitarity can arise from sterile neutrinos, but these are either 
integrated out or averaged out. The analysis is from a three active 
neutrino standpoint only.
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Observable non-unitarity can 
also arise from non-sterile 
sources such as extra-
dimensions, new interactions 
or perhaps something we 
have never thought of (new 
new physics)

The new physics is encoded in the degree of non-
unitarity of the 3x3 mixing matrix
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At baselines we are interested 
in, solar and atmospheric mass 
splittings are insignificant. 
These terms vanish*

*non-unitarity only affects amplitudes, not frequencies so we can fix m2
 at global b.f.
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Not necessarily 0 or 1.
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Effects of non-unitarity at Short Baselines 

Non-unitarity effects the oscillation probability we know and love;

Can be due to averaged oscillations, or heavier non-oscillating steriles

Fit using full SBND, BooNE and ICARUS -mode with a combined 
appearance and disappearance analysis, method as outlined in Davio 
Cianci’s talk, (right before this talk).
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Indicates Unitary PMNS

Perform a global scan of parameter space 

Joint e appearance and  disappearance fit

SBN has potential to significantly improve on previous 
MiniBooNE non-unitarity bounds.

Assuming neutrino mode only
SBND/ICARUS with 6.6e20 POT
MicroBooNE with 13.2e20 POT

Preliminary Results 

Preliminary

Orange color shows region SBN is sensitive to violations of 
unitarity.

Black dashed line shows previous SBL allowed regions 
interpreted from MiniBooNE           
(G.Karagiorgi  FERMILAB-THESIS-2010-39)

There is overlap!
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Assuming neutrino mode only
SBND/ICARUS with 6.6e20 POT
MicroBooNE with 13.2e20 POT
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Assuming neutrino mode only
SBND/ICARUS with 6.6e20 POT
MicroBooNE with 13.2e20 POT M.R-L, S.Parke [hep-ph] arXiv:1508.05095 

Preliminary Results 

Preliminary

Global Constraints, valid ~ mN > 0.1 eV 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1508.05095


Conclusions 

Unitarity remains an initial theoretical assumption inherent in many 
analyses, but is the basis for the validity of the 3  paradigm.

If the UPMNS matrix is indeed non-unitarity, SBN will be sensitive to 
a wide region of parameter space not excluded by MiniBooNE, and 
if nothing is observed should be able to significantly improve the 
Short Baseline bounds.

The addition of a full high statistics NC analysis will show potential 
sensitivity to |(U†U) | and |(U†U) |, by far the worst known 
parameters, and any future anti-neutrino running will give 
information on the CP violating phases possibly introduced by 
such non-unitarity.
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Thank You! 
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Backup Slides?
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CC Production:

CC Detection:

Observed
Events:


